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An App In the Crowd
Australia-based Inkl aims to become the
Spotify of news aggregation

F

lipboard. Circa. SmartNews. Taptu. Pocket. Prismatic. Feedly. Google Play
Newsstand.
We could quite handily fill up this
story with just the names of all the
news aggregation apps out there, and
now, straight out of Australia, comes
another: Inkl.
Yet CEO Gautam Mishra insists
Inkl is different, comparing it to
some of the more popular streaming
digital media platforms like Netflix.
“The Spotify of news,” is how Mishra
describes Inkl.
On the surface, Inkl seems like
it’ll have a difficult time succeeding,

especially since it charges users when
so many other news apps are free. But
Mishra has a plan.
“We’re different from other aggregators in how we curate content,”
he said. “We use a ranking that the
publishers and editors themselves give
to each story.”
Inkl’s main selling point, though, is
that it gives paying users advertisingfree access to stories many newspapers like the Los Angeles Times keep
behind their paywalls. Kick a single

Inkl uses a ranking set by the publishers and
story editors.

> Wise Advice
What’s the best piece of
business advice you’ve
ever received?
“Keep an open mind and an
open door. Some of the best innovative ideas I’ve been a part of
have come from saying ‘yes’ first.
From winning front pages printed
and distributed for us at Ohio
 Lori Ann Carver
State’s recent national championship football game four states away
to out-of-the-box ‘tube marketing’ concepts that have put
us out there as innovators for our readers and clients, saying ‘yes’ has spurred more creativity and more innovation
throughout our organization. Saying ‘yes’ has allowed every
department at the Akron Beacon Journal to participate in
some winning campaigns. Ideas, thoughts, and opinions
come from reporters, editors, IT, finance, circulation, and
even the publisher, more than ever before.”
Lori Ann Carver is vice president of advertising for the Akron
Beacon Journal in Akron, Ohio. A native of North Carolina, she
has an extensive media background working in North Carolina,
Oklahoma, Florida and Ohio. Her primary focus has been media
sales with stints in television, cable, digital and print sales.
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From the Archive

 A portion of the composing room at the
New York Times showing the Generation II
pasteup tables. The pendant waste baskets,
characteristic of the specially-designed table,
is an effective means for keeping the composing room free of paper waste and litter. This
photo originally appeared in the Dec. 8, 1979
edition of E&P.
editorandpublisher.com

